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WEEK ONE - FILIPINO (3 to 9 August)
Monday 3 August, 8pm to 8.20pm UK Time
Duration: 20 minutes
Artist Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen will perform a Live
Manifesto using Youtube Premiere. Once the Live has
finished, the video will be available with subtitles after 3
days

Tuesday 4 August, 8pm to 9pm UK Time
Duration: 1 hour
A stream of Seeing Pilar, a documentary video from 2001.
For three days artist Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen stays at her
grandmother Pilar’s place in a ghetto in Manila. Brought
together inside the claustrophobic home, the powerful
emotions transpiring between two women of conflicting
value systems come to the fore. The video will be available
to watch for 24 hours.

Wednesday and Thursday, 5 and 6 August
New work by artist Vanessa Scully sharing difficult
experiences of living in a colored body, through a series of
text-based gifs. Scully confronts the language used to
describe and classify ‘Asians’, highlighting a problematic
history of terminology perpetuating hate and difference.
Scully collaborates with Filipino sex workers to establish
equally comparable terms used to describe ‘Whites’.

Saturday 8 August, 9am to 5pm UK Time
Artist Rhine Bernardino presents ‘To Suffer and Die for
Theemonyo’, a Live durational performance where the
artist sews a continuous thread of toilet paper with her
own hair. At the same time the artist will listen to the
Filipino anthem on repeat. The Philippine National Anthem
highlights the essence of patriotism to the extent of
sacrificing one’s life for the country.

Sunday 9th August, 2pm UK Time
Duration: 8 minutes and available to re-watch afterwards.
A light-hearted and casual cooking session from a group
of Filipino migrant workers in the UK. In “Pinoy’s kitchen”,
the group shares stories and experiences whilst preparing
one of the most nostalgic dishes that makes it feel like
home. Adobo: the quintessential Filipino stew.
INGREDIENTS: 1 1/2 lbs pork belly chopped;; 1 1/2 lbs
chicken wings; 4 pieces dried bay leaves; 1 teaspoon
whole peppercorn; 1 head garlic crushed and chopped; 6
tablespoons vinegar white; 1/2 cup soy sauce; 2
teaspoons brown sugar; 3 tablespoons cooking oil; 1
tablespoon Anato(Aswete) seed in tea tong infuser.
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